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Abstract 

No theory in physics has been more successful than Quantum Mechanics (QM), 

or more perplexing. The two most puzzling aspects of QM are that it predicts 

probabilities rather than determinate outcomes, and it seems to suggest entities that act 

like waves and particles, but never both simultaneously. Consequently, scientists have 

been unsure of what the laws of QM imply for our conception of reality. In section I, I 

demonstrate how the two primary interpretations of QM—the Copenhagen Interpretation 

and the Many Worlds Interpretation—align with the Cartesian modalities of subjectivity 

and objectivity. After section II, which outlines the measurement problem, I argue in 

section III that the Copenhagen Interpretation commits us to a subjective ontology, and in 

section IV, I argue that the Many Worlds Interpretation commits us to an objective 

ontology. In section V, I further contend that the Many Worlds Interpretation entails 

epiphenomenalism, while the Copenhagen Interpretation cannot avoid idealism. Finally, 

in the last two sections I conclude that our standard conceptions of these modalities must 

be reconceived, as they are inadequate for interpreting Quantum Mechanics, and thus 

reality.  

 

 

I. The Quantum Ice Cream Pop and the Double Slit Experiment  

Before diving into the weird world of Quantum Mechanics (QM), we must 

remind ourselves of our normal manners of interpreting the world—namely the 

subjective and objective manners of thinking. Grasping our normal conception of 

subjectivity and objectivity will illustrate why the primary interpretations of QM are the 
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way they are. This first section reminds us of how we interpret the world, and then 

illustrates the peculiar quantum phenomena that are in need of interpretation.  

The Quantum Ice Cream Pop 

Two boys are playing outside when they hear the ice cream truck come jingling 

along. They dig into their pocket and each find a quarter. Unfortunately, the cheapest 

item in the truck is a pop with a wrapper that says ‘Mystery Flavored Ice Cream Pop: 

Either Strawberry or Cherry.’ They purchase the pop and decide to share. The first boy 

tastes it and says “oh, its cherry! I love cherry.” They second boy says “gimme that!” He 

takes a lick and says, “you’re crazy! Its definitely strawberry.” The first boy retorts “no 

way. That ice cream pop is definitely cherry flavored. That’s all there is to it.” “Well I 

don’t care if its cherry. I taste Strawberry, and that’s all I know,” exclaims the second 

boy. The argument proceeds back and forth until the two boys finish the pop and finally 

agree that they certainly tasted the same pop but each had a different experience of it.  

Perplexed by the mystery flavored ice cream pop, each boy offers up his account 

of their experience. The first boy says flavor is a fact. Despite their different responses, it 

is either strawberry or cherry. Not both. It is made up of certain chemical and molecular 

structures, which interact with our tongues in certain ways, which fire certain neural 

synapses, which give rise to a certain brain state and a corresponding taste characteristic 

(he’s an honors student). Therefore the ice cream pop has an objective flavor, and one of 

the boys is merely wrong about the flavor. However, the second boy believes that flavor 

is not a fact. Flavor is only a synonym for taste and taste is inherently in the subject that 

tastes and not the object that is tasted.  
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These incommensurable modes of thinking, namely subjectivity and objectivity, 

may seem like no big deal as far as our everyday lives are concerned. After all, who cares 

about ice cream pops? But what if the fundamental elements of reality were like the 

mystery flavored ice cream pop? The theory of Quantum Mechanics informs us that this 

is in fact the case. If this were a quantum mechanical ice cream pop the story would go 

something like this:  

 Two boys purchase the mystery flavor ice cream pop that tastes like either cherry 

or strawberry. The first boy takes a lick and the ice cream tastes like cherry. Conversely, 

the second boy tastes strawberry (exactly the case as it was before). However, when the 

first boy takes another lick he now tastes strawberry instead of cherry. He says, “That’s 

weird. Maybe I was wrong about the flavor the first time. Here, you try it again.” The 

second boy takes another lick and says, “I’m scared. Now it tastes like cherry to me.” The 

second boy then takes another lick, but it still tastes like cherry and not strawberry. The 

boys keep passing the pop back and forth, but they still could not pin down the exact taste 

of the pop. Nonetheless, what they did come to know was that they tasted a different 

flavor than they previously did when the other boy was the last to lick it, but they tasted 

the same flavor as they previously did if they were the last one to lick it. They concluded 

that licking the ice cream pop somehow changed the nature of the ice cream pop; they 

called it the licking problem.  

The boys were confounded so they each offered up their own account of the 

bizarre phenomena. Just like in the first story, the first boy thinks there is one right flavor 

to the pop because flavor is a natural kind that belongs to ice cream pops. He says the ice 

cream is actually strawberry flavored and cherry flavored, but every time one boy takes a 
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lick, two different copies of that boy each experience one of the two flavors in one of two 

different worlds that are exactly the same minus the flavor of the ice cream pop.  

Because the second boy thinks taste is merely subjective and the only thing that matters is 

how the ice cream pop actually tastes to each boy after each lick, he believes which 

flavor the boys will experience is like rolling a dice; its inherently random. Furthermore, 

he believes there is no flavor until there is a tasting. 

 The basic constituents of reality (i.e. microscopic entities like protons, electrons, 

photons etc.) act exactly like the mystery flavored ice cream pop. They sometimes come 

in one characteristic (e.g. a wave) and sometimes come in another (e.g. a particle). 

Furthermore, there is a problem with measuring the different characteristics of the basic 

constituents of reality; measuring one characteristic of a quantum entity means entirely 

disturbing another characteristic1. Because the theory of Quantum Mechanics is the 

theory of the fundamental constituents of reality, interpreting it means interpreting the 

metaphysics of reality. The two boys in the story represent the two primary 

interpretations of the theory of Quantum Mechanics. The objectivity of flavor in the ice 

cream pop championed by the first boy is like the Many Worlds Interpretations (MWI), 

which champions an objective reality given in QM. The Copenhagen Interpretation (CI) 

supports a subjective reality similar to the second boy that supports the subjective nature 

of flavor. 

Introduction 

 The task of this thesis is to ground the Copenhagen Interpretation and the Many 

Worlds Interpretation in subjectivity and objectivity respectively in order to see what 

                                                 
1 In the quantum ice cream pop we saw that tasting the cherry flavor always disturbed the strawberry flavor, 
and we could never have both 
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kind of reality each would entail. The impetus is that these two interpretations are 

motivated by the Cartesian dualistic modes of thought seen in the first ice cream pop 

example. This dualism has been so ingrained in modern thought that it often feels as if 

the subjective and objective realms are intuitive and the only possible realms of reality. 

For example, science has classically been the pursuit of the objective truth of the material 

world. Conversely, things such as taste, pain and opinion have always been relegated to 

the realm of subjectivity. Moreover, there has not been much overlap between the two 

ambits; they have simply been two lenses by which we interpret different aspects the 

world. However, in the case of QM, there is an overlap of such metaphysical significance 

where the two premier interpretations champion either a subjective or objective reality 

that these two incommensurable modes of thought are finally brought to bear; it seems 

that we must choose one mode of thought over the other. If these interpretations are 

properly sussed out it will become clear that they have arisen from the classic Cartesian 

dualistic modality in which modern thought is steeped. Moreover, it will become clear 

that this dualistic mode of thinking is inadequate in discerning the nature of QM and thus 

the nature of reality, which will expose the need for a new manner of thinking.  

The Double Slit Experiment 

It behooves us to begin with a description of the quantum mechanical experiment 

that gave rise to QM in the first place. The most famous experiment of QM is perhaps the 

double slit experiment where scientists juxtaposed a device that shoots electrons with a 

photoelectric detection device. This segment will explain only the phenomena scientists 

observed during this experiment, and will avoid interpretation of the phenomena 

wherever possible.  
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Scientists made a particle gun that shoots electrons through a board with a tiny slit 

in it onto a wall that flashes when it is hit by the electron. When there is one slit in the 

board, only one stripe of flashes is made on the back wall that detects the entities. But if 

we make a second slit in the board, something entirely different happens. In our classical 

understanding of electrons (the particles being fired from the gun), we would imagine 

that if we made a second slit there would be a second stripe on the back wall. This is 

because scientists thought electrons were just tiny bits of matter. What actually happened 

when scientists made the second slit was that they got what is called an interference 

pattern. An interference pattern is an array of many stripes on the back wall that is caused 

when waves (think ocean waves) cross paths. As the two waves that emanate from the 

two slits on the board spread out across each other and their tops meet at different points 

across the wave, they make a pattern of many stripes on the back wall. This same 

phenomenon occurred even when only one electron was fired at a time through the two 

slits. In order to see exactly which slit the electron was going through, scientists placed a 

detector at the entrance of each slit. Oddly, when scientists knew which slit each electron 

went through, the collection of electrons then created only two stripes on the back wall. 

II. The Measurement Problem 

As we saw in the quantum ice cream pop story, whenever the boys licked the ice 

cream pop after the other boy, they changed the flavor of the ice cream. Somehow, the 

fact that a different boy was licking the pop then the previous lick changed the pop 

entirely. When scientists measure quantum entities, they get the same problem. Niels 

Bohr, the father of the CI, states, “the procedure of the measurement has an essential 

influence on the conditions on which the very definition of the physical quantities in 
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question rests” (as cited in Krips, 2008, sec. 1). According to the set up of our system (i.e. 

whichever boy is taking a lick and in what sequence of licks), we measure one certain 

characteristic and not the other2. In macroscopic objects, the wave-like nature of matter is 

so finite that we cannot detect it (Schumacher, 2009). However, we can detect it in 

microscopic objects. In the double slit experiment, we saw that the electron moved 

through space like a wave3, but was detected at the back wall as a particle in one specific 

location. So the set up was such that when we took a measurement (i.e. when it hit the 

back wall), we got a particle outcome. However, the only way for the electrons to travel 

the way they did was if they moved like a wave. This is the complimentarity of quantum 

entities (a.k.a. wave-particle duality). This is the phenomenon that our measuring a 

quantum entity somehow changes the very character of that entity; it moved like a wave 

but was located like a particle. Benjamin Schumacher, professor of physics at Kenyon 

College, gives two rules of thumb for understanding light (and other quantum entities in 

virtue of that): (i) Light travels in the form of waves but (ii), light interacts as discrete 

particles. The measurement problem for our purposes, then, is this: quantum entities act 

both as waves and as particles and knowing something about one characteristic means 

interfering with the other characteristic. Consequently, if we want to know the 

wavelength of an electron, we inherently cannot also know its position. More 

significantly put, Nick Herbert, author of Quantum Reality, states, “each measurement 

does more than disturb: it profoundly reshapes the very fabric of reality” (Herbert, 1987, 

p. 114). 

                                                 
2 Note: matter has both wave-like and particle-like characteristics. 
3 In fact, given the right set up of a system, we can measure its wave length 
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It seems that every time we lick the quantum ice cream pop, we fundamentally 

tamper with its character. But where does this tampering occur? Does it occur when we 

lick it, or does it occur when we taste it? Why does licking it under certain conditions 

(e.g. after the other boy has licked it) change the way it tastes? Why does the flavor have 

to be one or the other? After all, there are such things as strawberry-cherry flavored ice 

cream pops, yet this is not the case with quantum ice cream pops.  

III.  The Copenhagen Interpretation  

The Copenhagen Interpretation (CI) was the first interpretation that tried to make 

sense of the double slit experiment and thus QM. This section will illustrate the CI using 

the double slit experiment, and how the CI addresses the measurement problem. Next, I 

will layout the basic ontological tenets of the CI. Finally, I will relate the CI to the 

quantum ice cream pop story.  

Interpretation of Double Slit Experiment 

Copenhagenists posited that the electron somehow interfered with itself as it 

moved through the slits, just like a single wave that becomes two waves at the two slits. 

However, we only observe the electron as a particle when it strikes the back wall. 

Therefore, the electron—as a particle—would have to be in multiple configurations in 

order for it to interfere with itself; it is in a superposition where it travels through one slit, 

the other slit, both slits, and neither slit. So for the Copenhagenists, in this case, the 

electron is a particle-like entity in a superposition of many places that can be described in 

wave-like terms (i.e. interference at double slits, and the wave function that predicts 

possible positions of electron). Yet because scientists were taking particle-like 

measurements at the detector on the back wall, the electron collapsed into a single 
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distinct position from the many possible positions it could be in that are predicted by the 

wave function. When this collapse occurred, the behavior of the electron changed from 

being in a superposition to being in a determinate place. This is known as quantum 

collapse. 

When scientists tried to see which slit the electron was traveling through, the 

results went back to looking like classical particles and only two stripes were created on 

the back wall. The electron collapsed into a single place at the slits as scientists saw it at 

either one slit or the other but not both. The electron then continued onto the detector on 

the wall, but it only showed two stripes because there were no longer two slits through 

which it, in a superposition, could potentially travel and therefore interfere with itself. 

Proponents of the CI believe that because our measuring of the position of the electron at 

the slits is a particle type measurement, they collapsed the potential positions of the 

electron that are described in wave-like terms into a single particle-like position, 

fundamentally changing its character.  

In our metaphor, we saw that when the second boy tasted cherry and licked it 

again, he still tasted cherry. It was only after the first boy licked the pop a second time 

that the second boy tasted a new flavor on his second lick. The conversion to this 

metaphor from the second aspect of the double slit experiment is this: when the second 

boy licked the pop for the first time and had a clear taste, he collapsed the wave function. 

When he tasted it again (without the other boy licking it), it was the same flavor as it was 

previously. This is just like how a normal ice cream pop would be. The ice cream pop 

wave function was still collapsed from the previous lick because of the set up of the 

system in that the boy already knew something for himself about the pop. Analogously, 
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when the scientists had a clear and distinct belief about which slit the electron went 

through, they collapsed the wave function and the results went back to looking like they 

would in classical physics. 

Proponents of the CI believe that what QM does is make a set of statistical 

predictions for the likelihood of a piece of quanta to have certain properties. When a large 

set of electrons undergoes an experiment, the statistical predictions made by QM are 

always shown, without fail, to be correct. The superposition of an electron shown in the 

double slit experiment is given by the wave function in QM. The wave function is the 

mathematical prediction for the possible positions of an electron as it moves through 

space, and it is mathematically similar to regular waves (although not entirely). The 

Schrödinger Equation predicts the dynamics of the wave function as it evolves in time. In 

the case of the double slit experiment, the possible places where an electron can be found 

are predicted by the wave function of QM to look like an interference pattern4. The 

Schrödinger equation and the wave function are like the wrapper on the ice cream pop 

that says the ice cream is either cherry or strawberry flavored. It doesn’t say exactly 

which flavor we will taste it just says which flavors we might taste and with what 

probability we might taste it.  

Philosophical Foundations of the CI 

We have seen that there is something going on when the electron moves through 

space. We don’t know exactly what it’s doing because we have no empirical evidence. 

We can only infer what it might be doing by knowing where it might end up. That is, we 

know that in the double slit experiment an electron will end up in one of many places 

                                                 
4 Finding positions of electrons means collapsing the wave function into particle properties. However, 
finding its momentum means collapsing the wave function into wave properties.  
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where an interference pattern would occur on the back wall, but we don’t know exactly 

where that will be. For the CI, the wave function that evolves in time according to the 

Schrödinger equation allows us to predict where the electron might be found, but the 

wave function is itself not a real thing5. The wave function is “considered to be a tool for 

the calculation of probabilities of observables” (Faye, 2008, sec. 5). Similarly, the CI for 

our purposes holds that an unobserved electron in a superposition does not exist. The 

only thing that exists, according to the CI, are empirical facts, i.e. measurements. Any 

electron pre-measurement is merely a list of possible observables, but it is not a 

determined thing. When quantum entities are in a superposition they are not a part of 

reality as we experience it, because we don’t experience them; we don’t experience 

superpositions. We are only conscious of outcomes. So reality only occurs at 

measurements and measurements are only measurements when a person becomes 

conscious of the outcome. For the CI, when a particle is in a superposition it is out there 

in the realm of possibility, however this realm of possibility is not real because it has not 

been realized. Things are only realized when a measurement is taken. Therefore, 

outcomes are not determinate the way they are in classical physics. In classical physics, if 

I hold a pen up, I can calculate exactly how it will fall and that is a fact of the matter. If 

that were a QM pen, I can only say where the pen might fall but it is not a fact of the 

matter where it will fall until it falls and we have collapsed the possibilities to a 

determined outcome. Thus, reality is fundamentally random, because measurements are 

                                                 
 
5 The wave function can also predict possible momentums of the electron but because we are only 
measuring positions in the double slit experiment, we are not concerned with a wave function of 
momentum.   
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fundamentally random. There is not a determinate trajectory given by the laws of physics 

of the basic constituents of reality, only possible trajectories.  

Consequently, the most basic philosophical foundation of the CI is that the 

observer creates and is inextricably linked to reality; there is no flavor without a taster. 

As a result, the CI is often thought of as an anti-realist ontology in that the world is mind-

dependant. As well the CI claims that all there is to know about the subatomic world is 

known, i.e. QM is complete. It is simply a fact of the matter that there is an element of 

randomness to the universe.  

More on what constitutes a measurement must be said. Is a measurement the 

interaction of a particle with a device? Or is it the act of a conscious observer becoming 

consciously aware of a result? Proponents of the CI believe that “it is vital to drawn the 

line between microscopic (quantum) and macroscopic (classical) somewhere” 

(Schumacher, 2009). This line is where the collapse of the wave function occurs. When 

microscopic entities are in superpositions they are essentially characteristics existing only 

within the realm of possibility, but they do not exist in the reality that you and I 

experience every day of our lives. So the collapse of the wave function is the line 

between possibility and outcome. Because we can only know outcomes when we attend 

to them, the collapse occurs in consciousness. If a measuring device is left on all day and 

an experiment is performed, the particular characteristic of each particular quantum entity 

(and therefore each collapse of the wave function) may not be said to have occurred until 

a person physically attends to the results. In terms of our metaphor, the flavor of the ice 

cream pop occurs when the taster has a clear taste of the ice cream. It is not in his tongue 
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or in his brain.  It is in his consciousness. This is one sense that the CI is anti-realist and 

thus a subjective interpretation of QM.  

Now we see the positivist element to the Copenhagen Interpretation. Because we 

don’t know any specifics of a quantum entity before it is measured6, the CI for our 

purposes implies that it does not exist until a measurement is made. Again, a quantum 

entity, pre-measurement, is only a list of possible observables. Only the empirical facts 

exist. Peter Kosso paraphrases Niels Bohr (a father of the CI) when he says: “in the 

context of foundational physics [QM] we cannot know the reality behind the 

appearances. We can know nature as it appears to us but not as it is” (Kosso, 1998, p.18). 

If reality is our experience, then things that we can never experience are not a part of 

reality. A conclusion drawn from this principle is that the observer creates reality because 

she is inextricable from it. Perhaps more subtly put: 

“Classical mechanics is built from the ground up from what we now know 
is a fantasy of the possibility of observing things passively…QM put a 
decisive end to that. This phenomenon of incompatible observables 
[complimentarity]…makes it very clear and that there is a minimum and 
finite disturbance that you’re going to have to cause to any system by 
measuring any particular one of its physical variables, and there is going 
to be no way…to reduce it below that definite finite level” (“David Albert, 
PhD on Quantum Physics,” 2011).  
 
Many people have the intuition that there must be something for a conscious mind 

to interact with; something behind the observables, but what it is, scientists are not sure 

and may never be sure. Krips relates this to Kant in that every object of observation in 

QM is a “’modification of fundamental forms of our sensible intuition…the 

transcendental object remains unknown to us” (Krips, 2008, sec. 1). Proponents of the 

MWI posit that the wave function is a real entity and not merely a tool for predicting 

                                                 
6 We only know what it might be like but not how it actually is. 
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possible measurements. Those in the CI camp disagree, because the transcendental object 

is empirically unknown to us; a thing doesn’t exist if we can’t observe it. Yet the 

transcendental object seems to be possibilities but we only interact with determined 

outcomes. Accordingly, the implications of the CI are that reality is the measurements, 

and we only know measurements when we are conscious of them. It is in this way that CI 

claims that consciousness is inextricable from reality, therefore making reality subjective 

in nature.  

The CI and The Quantum Ice Cream Pop 

For the boy motivated solely by the empirical facts (i.e. the actual taste of the ice 

cream pop), QM is like the wrapper that says “Mystery Flavored Ice Cream Pop: Either 

Strawberry or Cherry.” Its only purpose is to make certain predictions about possible 

outcomes of measurement but it is not of the ice cream pop. It is only an instruction 

manual for what you might observe. Quantum entities like electrons and light, however, 

are like the ice cream pop, and the purpose of QM is to tell us something about how we 

experience the basic pieces of reality, just like how the wrapper tells us something about 

how we might taste the ice cream pop. So the basic formula for this analogy is this:  

Ice cream = bits of matter. Taste = experience. So bits of matter + experience = reality.  
QM = possible results for previous equation. 

 
The taste is our experience (results of measurements) and the ice cream is the stuff of 

which we take measurements (i.e. quantum entities). How we will experience these bits 

of matter is undetermined until we measure them. As a result, we cannot have reality 

without our subjective experience of it.  

IV. The Many Worlds Interpretation 
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The next most popular interpretation of QM is the Many Worlds Interpretation 

(MWI). Some scientists were annoyed with the metaphysical implications of the 

Copenhagen Interpretation, namely that the collapse of the wave function implicated an 

observer dependant reality. Scientists of the MWI posited that the world is determined 

pre-measurement in that every possible measurement that the wave function statistically 

predicts actually occurs, but we perceive the occurrences in parallel worlds. Specific 

observers, however, only perceive one outcome, as they are situated in one particular 

world. For the MWI, no collapse ever occurs in reality, because reality is the objective 

physical laws given by QM. We merely perceive a collapse. It’s important to note that 

“the concept of ‘world’ …is not a rigorously defined mathematical entity, but a term 

described by us (sentient beings) in describing our experience” (Vaidman, 2002, sec. 

2.1). Essentially, worlds are classically defined states (i.e. strawberry or cherry and not 

both), which are all we experience, even though the fact of the matter is not each 

particular world but the laws given by the objective theory of QM. As a result, “the 

existence of the other worlds makes it possible to remove randomness…from quantum 

theory and thus from all physics” (Vaidman, 2002). Physics is fundamentally 

deterministic because outcomes are predicted by the objective, mathematical wave 

function.  

Vaidman says there are two aspects of the MWI: 
I. A mathematical theory, which yields evolution in time of the quantum 

state of the (single) Universe. 
II. A prescription, which sets up a correspondence between the quantum 

state of the Universe and our experience. (Vaidman, 2002, sec. 1).  
 

The first aspect of the MWI uses the dynamics of the evolution of the wave 

function in time given in the Schrödinger equation to explain the universe (i.e. every 
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potential state prescribed by the wave function) as a single evolution of the Universe. 

Essentially, there is only one large wave function of the Universe where every potential 

outcome for any quantum entity could be perceived, but in different worlds within the 

one Universe. In effect, the electron in the double slit experiment that is in a 

superposition stated by its wave function is actually in every one of those positions. As 

observers, we merely perceive one position at a time in one world at a time. But these 

particular worlds are not the true fact of the matter. The collection of them is.  

The second aspect “involves ‘our experience’s’ which do not have a rigorous 

definition” (Vaidman, 2002, sec. 1). This is in part due to the fact that we don’t know 

what it feels like to be in states of superpositions and we do not see things as statistical 

possibilities; we see things as determined outcomes. We taste only one flavor of the ice 

cream pop and not both.  

The difference between each world is that “objects within a world (as defined in 

the MWI) cannot be in a superposition,” because they are in classically defined states, 

which we can experience. Microscopic quantum entities (the object’s constituent parts) 

can be in a superposition (Vaidman, 2002, sec. 2.1). In fact, the true nature of a quantum 

entity is to be in a superposition. Even when we perceive one outcome, the quantum 

entity is still in a superposition because every outcome is perceived in different worlds; 

the quantum entity is always all the outcomes. We only speak about worlds because “the 

definition of a world in the MWI involves only concepts related to our experience” 

(Vaidman, 2002, sec. 2.1)7. It is fundamental to the MWI that reality is really one 

universal wave function not in a classically defined state. (A more rigorous explication 

                                                 
7 Note: for our conception, we are not talking about worlds centered on particular observers. So worlds 
don’t split when observers experience outcomes. Worlds split whenever things are in superpositions.  
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will be taken up in the next section). Therefore, the boys experience the ice cream pop as 

cherry in one world and strawberry in another. The true nature of the ice cream pop, 

though, is that it’s the un-split superposition of both strawberry and cherry flavored. 

Because all objects are made up of quantum entities, reality’s true nature is to be in a 

superposition (remember: the wave function describes the superposition). To put it better, 

the true nature of the reality is this superposition of actualities. The MWI, therefore, is a 

deterministic, objective interpretation; exactly like classical physics.  

Which world “I” correspond to is an important question. One cannot say that there 

is an “I” that corresponds to anything other than the particular past that “I” had. 

According to the MWI, there are many Roberts in the universe, all of which correspond 

to a certain past but not to a certain future. Think of a tree: each tip of a branch is a 

Robert in a certain world. There are many different tips so there are many different 

worlds. Every time a quantum state occurs in a world in which there may be more than 

one outcome, the one Robert branch splits into more branches, as I experience each 

outcome. Consequently, worlds do not interact and we don’t experience these splits. 

However, all the branches connect back to the trunk of the tree. The “Robert tree,” in 

turn, connects back to the one single wave function of the Universe8.  

The MWI and the Quantum Ice Cream Pop 

Now to draw the analogy of the quantum ice cream pop to QM more deeply: For 

the boy motivated by classic scientific objectivity, QM is like the ice cream. It has certain 

deterministic laws (i.e. the wave function), which yield certain results upon measurement 

                                                 
8 Note: We only introduced splits in this theory in order to get our experiences of classically defined states, 
but splits are not the reality. The collection of them as a whole is reality. In this way, there really are no 
splits, only an un-collapsed/un-split whole. Consequently, the “I” that experiences each particular world is 
not any more important than any other “I”. According to the MWI, the true “I” is the collection of all the 
Roberts in all the worlds that split off at deterministic points in time. 
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according to how these laws work and only how these laws work. So the tastes are the 

way they are because the ice cream is the way it is. It has nothing to do with the taster. 

The basic formula for the analogy is this: 

Ice cream = Reality, which is given by QM.  
 

V. The Subjective/Objective Distinction Between The Interpretations  

Science (especially physics) has classically been understood as the pursuit of the 

fundamental, objective laws of reality. Its goal is to, as Plato would say, ‘carve nature at 

its joints.’ These joints are thought to exist no matter who or what is doing the carving. 

They are the objective, fundamental facts of the world, and scientists of the MWI are 

sticking to this metaphysical claim. Proponents of the CI, conversely, believe that science 

is showing us that the joints science purported to carve may be inextricable from those 

that do the carving. This section is perhaps the real meat of this essay, as its purpose is to 

more rigorously layout and define the ways in which each interpretation falls into the 

objective or subjective domain. In delineating the distinctions between the two 

interpretations through a more direct comparison of each, we will strain each 

interpretation to its metaphysical limits to see with what kind of reality the subjective and 

objective modalities leave us.  

The metaphysical objective of the MWI is as such: it claims that there is a single 

universal wave function that operates according to the dynamics laid out in the 

Schrödinger equation. While many different worlds seem to exist with different 

occurrences, they are all constituents of the universal wave function. Everything is 

therefore reducible to the evolution of the single universal wave function. According to 

the MWI, it is the only real or true object because it is the most fundamental object. The 
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key element to the MWI is that the single universal wave function has been evolving in 

time since the beginning of time. Every possibility predicted by QM actually occurs, but 

we perceive these occurrences in separate worlds. Again, it does not matter whom, if 

anyone or anything, is observing the outcome of a quantum entity in a quantum state. The 

quantum state is the true state of the quantum entity. Sentient beings only see a part of the 

object. When only a part of the object is observed, it is observed in one world. Tegmark 

says the formalism that is QM is “the outside view of a physicist studying its [QM’s] 

mathematical equations, like a bird surveying a landscape from high above.” This is the 

objective view adopted by proponents of the MWI. Particular measurements made in 

particular worlds (the focus of the CI) on the other hand is “the inside view of an 

observer living in the world described by the equations, like a frog being watched by the 

bird” (Tegmark, 2007, p. 24). According to the MWI, we must adopt this bird’s eye view 

of reality, as it sees the whole picture and not merely a sliver of it.  

 The MWI may be difficult to swallow, but a helpful image from Edwin Abbott’s 

Novel Flatland makes understanding an objective world that we may not normally be 

able to conceive of more plausible (i.e. many worlds). In Flatland, Abbott tells the story 

of people in a world that exists entirely in two dimensions. These people perceive only 

two dimensions of objects and can only move in two dimensions. When they look at each 

other and objects, they only see the line directly in front of them; they cannot see the 

whole object. We, in three dimensions, look at a square and we see all four sides of it 

including the inside of it. For a Flatlander, seeing the entirety of a square (one type of 

person in Flatland) is entirely inconceivable. Likewise, for us in our three-dimensional 

world, seeing many worlds and objects in superpositions is entirely inconceivable. The 
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crux of the story occurs when a sphere from the third dimension visits the protagonist (a 

square). When the sphere enters into Flatland, he first appears as a point from the 

Flatlander’s perspective. As more of the sphere pierces through the two dimensions that 

is Flatland, the point grows to a larger and larger circle, until the center of the sphere is 

all the way in flatland. As the sphere continues to move through Flatland, the circle that 

the Flatlander sees grows smaller and smaller until it turns into a point and then 

disappears from the two-dimensional plane altogether. The sphere explains to the 

Flatlander that he is from ‘SPACE’ and that there is a third spatial dimension called UP 

(depth) in addition to the two that the Flatlander is already aware of, namely length and 

width.  

Like the flatlander unaware of the third dimension where the sphere exists, we 

may not be aware of the many worlds posited by the MWI. Yet their existence is still 

plausible if we take the laws of physics to be objective and determined beyond the three 

dimensions of space and the fourth dimension of time of which we are empirically aware. 

Rob Bryanton, the author of Imagining the Tenth Dimension, explains that, “the versions 

of our universe that we can’t get to are being defined within additional dimensions” 

(Bryanton). Just as there are points outside of the two-dimensional plane that the 

Flatlander lives on, Bryanton tells us that there are points outside of the four dimensions 

of our world. These points are points in other worlds that branched off from ours when 

quantum entities were in superpositions. These are like little tiny branches sprouting off 

one another that all connect back to the universal wave function. His point is that reality 

is like the point-line-plane postulate where we define a line between two points then find 

a point not on that line and create a plane out of the three points. Possible outcomes are 
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like points and lines not within the spatial dimensions that we experience (we only 

experience one outcome and thus one line). Imagine the world we are currently 

experiencing is only one line drawn from an origin that actually has many other lines 

originating from it. This origin occurs whenever something can be said to be in a 

superposition of possibilities. Additionally, just as the Flatlander only sees the circular 

cross section of the sphere, we only see a cross section of the universal wave function. 

Simply because we only see a sliver of the universal wave function does not mean that it 

does not exist as a whole in a higher dimension.  

The CI, on the other hand, is ontologically subjective in that it hinges upon the 

fact that out of an array of statistical probabilities for an observable of a quantum entity in 

a quantum state, the observer becomes aware of one distinct aspect of the quantum entity. 

End of the story. The experimenter knows something about the state of the quantum 

entity post measurement. For the CI, it makes no sense to even talk about the quantum 

entity pre-measurement, as it is unobservable and indeterminate. It is merely unrealized 

possibilities. Thus the wave function is not a real entity, the only real entity is what is 

measured, i.e. what is collapsed9. 

It will help to better understand the subjectivity of the CI if we discuss an 

argument against it. Say we set up a quantum experiment (e.g. the double slit 

experiment), let it run its course without observing it and then destroy the results without 

every knowing the exact findings. We know that in the case of the double slit experiment 

that an interference pattern will have occurred on the back wall because that’s exactly 

                                                 
9 A Note for what we know so far: the CI holds the empirical evidence as salient and believes QM is 
merely a tool. The MWI holds QM as salient and believes the empirical evidence (experience) is merely a 
sliver of something greater. 
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what the QM formalism predicts. Even if we can’t know the exact trajectory of each 

particle, we can still know something objective about them as they operate in a larger 

system.  

The response from the CI might be that QM is subjective in so much as the 

observer’s final belief about the state of the quantum entity can potentially be in many 

different places. Just because an interference pattern was created on the back wall does 

not mean that we know exactly what that interference pattern looks like because we don’t 

know exactly where each electron struck the back wall. We may have a good idea of 

where it struck the back wall but there results are still fundamentally undetermined until 

we attend to them10.  

We saw in the double slit experiment that when we could know which slit the 

electron went through we got only two bands on the back wall instead of an interference 

pattern. Here, we altered the possible outcomes by setting up our system such that we 

could know which slit the electrons went through, regardless of whether or not we attend 

to the results. However, the electrons remained undetermined until we actually attended 

to the results. We now see two aspects of subjectivity supported in the CI. First, the way 

in which we set up the system (i.e. being able to the know which slit the electrons go 

through or not) alters the very realm of possible outcomes (i.e. we get an interference 

pattern with one set up and only two bands with the other set up). Secondly, even though 

we have changed the realm of possibility, the electron is still not realized until we 

become consciously aware of it through measurement.  

                                                 
10 In the ice cream pop example, simply because the boys know which flavor they might taste does not 
mean that they know which flavor they will actually taste until they taste it.  
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Proponents of the MWI may respond by saying that according to the math, when 

we try to observe which slit the electron goes through, we ourselves are in a superposition 

of belief about which slit the electron went through. These superpositions are ourselves in 

different worlds. Because the math is objective and it makes the predictions that we want 

it to make, the state of the universe must be such that there are many classically defined 

worlds that we perceive in classical terms. However, those on the side of the CI believe 

that because we have no idea what it feels like to be in a superposition of belief about the 

state of an electron, the math takes a back seat to the empirical evidence. It is here that 

the subjectivity of the observer and the set up of the system interferes with an otherwise 

seemingly objective, mind-independent realm of possibilities that are given by the laws 

of QM.  

Epiphenomenalism and Idealism  

Now that we have a better grasp of the subjectivity supported in CI and the 

objectivity supported in the MWI, we can extrapolate their metaphysical implications. In 

Subjectivity in Philosophy, Phillip Chapin Jones states, 

“Since the subjective and the objective include everything we can know, 
the law of excluded middle applies, and if they [subject and object] are to 
be reduced to one, therefore, there are two and only two possible methods. 
Either the knower itself is composed of or derived from the basic external 
element, which is the epiphenomenal position; or the basic external 
element, and all the composite structures erected from it, are merely 
products of the knower, which is the idealistic position” (Jones, 1949, p. 
49).  
 
The epiphenomenal claim is that that mental events are caused by physical 

happenings in the body and brain. An experience is merely like a cartoon thought bubble. 

Therefore, the mind operates according to the same physical laws that govern physical 

objects. Consequently, the mind plays no causal role because “anything that can causally 
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contribute to a physical event must itself be a physical event,” and “if a mental event is 

something other than a physical event, then for it to make any causal contribution of its 

own in the physical world would require a violation of physical law” (Robinson, 2011, 

sec. 1). The MWI is an epiphenomenal interpretation, as it is based on the veracity of the 

laws of QM. Indeed, the MWI supports this position. During a measurement, whenever 

there are different possible outcomes, the MWI posits that the measurer perceives every 

outcome in different worlds. So when the boy licks the pop, there appears to be a split in 

worlds with the boy in each. However, the perceived worlds that the boy is in are merely 

an epiphenomenon of the physical goings on. They are not a true part of reality. Reality is 

only the universal wave function. Therefore, the mind that perceives each world plays no 

causal role; it has no will, because “the causes of behavior are…complex neural events” 

(Robinson, 2011, sec. 1) that obey objective, physical laws, and nothing else. 

Accordingly, the events of our mind (our experiences) are subject to the evolution of the 

universal wave function11. 

Some of the arguments against epiphenomenalism are that it lacks substantiating 

evidence in that we can create mathematical equations to express observed forces derived 

from the basic element(s) but we cannot derive equations for thought. Jones says that 

“from such physical parameters as mass and charge, no transformation to thought has 

been found, nor are the characteristics of thought expressible in spatial relationships” 

(Jones, 1949, p. 50). While epiphenomenalism cannot stomach a violation of physical law 

as it places saliency on objectivity, the CI wholly adopts the violation of physical law as 

it places import upon subjectivity. Epiphenomenalism is the stance that anything caused 

                                                 
11 Note: mind here is understood to be like a movie where the physical goings on of the brain are like the 
projector that projects the movie. The movie has no causal power. However, the projector that projects the 
movie is the cause of the movie and operates according to certain laws.  
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by a physical event must itself be a physical event (i.e. the physical world causes mental 

states, which are no more than physical goings on in the brain). In addition, if something 

is not a physical object, then for it to be a cause of any physical event, it must somehow 

interrupt the laws of physics. The CI believes consciousness is just that thing. It interferes 

on a fundamental level with physics in order to synthesize our experience of reality12.  

This brings us to the inverse of epiphenomenalism, idealism. Idealism is the 

metaphysics that supports only the existence of minds and their ideas. The core tenet of 

idealism is best summed up by Berkeley when he said, “esse is percipi;” to be, is to be 

perceived (Berkeley, 1982, p. 24, sec. 3), and things are only perceived as ideas13. Jones 

says:  

“The sensory system, however, is a translating mechanism. It converts 
external objects to mental images and concepts, but there is no way of 
knowing how nearly correct the translation is, or whether it is correct at 
all…since all we really know are our thoughts and concepts, we thus 
seemed to be faced with the paradox that what we think we know – the 
external world – we do not really know at all” (Jones, 1949, p. 51).  
 

The CI is idealistic in that the only truth of a quantum mechanical system is the 

knowledge of the state of a quantum entity post measurement (the observer’s idea about 

the outcome of the system). Because we cannot know anything about the quantum entity 

before it is measured/observed (before it is translated through our senses), we cannot say 

that it is really there until we subjectively collapse it into being by knowing something 

about it. The only truth of the matter is the measured empirical evidence, which 

                                                 
 
12 I use synthesize here because reality as the CI claims it to be seems to be a synthesis of the determinate 
laws of QM that exist within the objective realm of possibility and the subjective mind that realizes 
possibilities. 
 
13 All objects are only perceived as ideas in the mind of the perceiver. Ideas are all minds can know.  
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undergoes the aforementioned translation through our senses to our consciousness. The 

formalism of QM is simply a tool to help us make predictions about quantum entities but 

it is not real. So the wave function is not a real entity because we never observe it. The 

only thing we observe is our knowledge of the outcome of a measurement. Thus, in 

alignment with idealism, our final, conscious idea about the state of the quantum entity is 

all that is real. Likewise, what is real in the ice cream pop metaphor is the taste each boy 

experiences after he licks the ice cream pop, and not the ice cream pop as it stands alone 

by itself. Now, we are left in the exact state of paradox that the CI posits as fundamental 

to reality14. Translated in terms of the CI, there is a fundamental randomness to reality in 

that out of many possibilities, we only have knowledge of one outcome that occurs 

without any certain predictability, but we know it occurs because we become consciously 

aware of it. As a consequence, every day things that we observe like trees and tables and 

dogs exist insomuch as we are consciously aware of them, because their constituent parts 

are these quantum entities that act this way.15  

VI. Inadequacy of Interpretations  

It now seems perfectly acceptable that each boy interprets his experience of the 

quantum flavored ice cream pop example the way he does. Neither boy can tell the other 

boy he is wrong, because they approach the explanation of the ice cream pop from two 

different realms; two realms that are wholly incommensurable and yet entirely 

philosophically plausible. Each interpretation explained the salient aspects of the other 

                                                 
14 i.e. “since all we really know are our thoughts and concepts, we seemed to be faced with the paradox that 
what we think we know – the external world – we do not directly know at all” (Jones, p. 51). 
 
15 The purpose of this essay is not to rehearse and exhaust all the commitments and troubles of these two 
ontologies. The general metaphysical claims they afford us are all that is useful for our purposes.  
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interpretation from its own standpoint. We saw that the MWI easily explained 

subjectivity and the mental state of the observer, as it is the merely an epiphenomenon of 

the physical evolution of the universal wave function. Similarly, the CI reduced 

objectivity and the existence of physical bodies to a perception of physical bodies; there 

are no mind-independent objects because a mind must perceive them. We exclusively 

know our own consciousness, and the things that occupy our awareness are merely the 

mind-dependant, sense-translated stuff of consciousness.  

Neither of these two modes of thought gives us any more grounds for adoption 

than the other. We see that “epiphenomenalism seems entirely lacking in adequate 

justification16, and idealism seems disconcertingly paradoxical17” (Jones). And when the 

philosophical commitments of the MWI and the CI are pushed to their theoretical limits, 

we end up with two inadequate, or at the very least, unsatisfying conceptions of reality. 

We see that epiphenomenalism repudiates our intuition of free will and agency. If all 

causes must be physical, then the only reason for acting is being compelled by physical 

objects acting according to physical laws. In addition, choice is an illusion because all 

choices are made and all outcomes occur according to the evolution of the universal wave 

function. On the subjective side of the coin, idealism leads to skepticism and solipsism. 

Only knowing directly our own thoughts and ideas and only perceiving objects as they 

are translated through our sense organs supposes a mind-dependant world that is in total 

                                                 
16 We have no mathematical formulas for thought and mind.  
 
17 “The fundamental characteristic of the mind is to know or be conscious of objects. The mind knows 
directly, however, only its thoughts, and yet most of the things its interested in are conceived not as 
thoughts but as external objects, of which [the mind] derives knowledge through its senses” (Jones, p. 51).    
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opposition with our intuitions that the objects of awareness are things-in-themselves and 

that there exists other minds apart from our own. 

It seems that our intuitions, derived from Cartesian dualism, are simultaneously 

the reasons for adopting and rejecting these unsatisfying ontologies that interpreting 

Quantum Mechanics provokes. Unfortunately, Given our propensity for thinking in the 

Cartesian duality presented in this essay and the principle of excluded middle, it is no 

surprise that these two interpretations seem to be the most viable.  

VII. Conclusion: Integrated Duality 

Even so, these two modalities may not be our only routes of interpretation. Jones 

states that “It may be worthwhile, therefore, to ask whether a solution of the 

philosophical dilemma might not be found by assuming there was a middle that was not 

necessarily excluded: a something more basic than either the subjective or objective and 

from which both may be derived” (Jones, 1949, p. 52). The late professor of physics at 

Maryland University, Evan Harris Walker, calls this basic thing Quantum Mind. Just as 

he says “the gravitational field affects an inertial frame in exactly the same way that 

acceleration affects an inertial frame, [which means] at some deeper level, gravity and 

acceleration must be the same thing,” subjectivity and objectivity must be the same thing 

(Walker, 2000, p. 314).  

Interestingly, while these two Cartesian modes seem to merely explain away the 

other mode, they actually hinge upon the other to define it against.  

“The very statement of the existence and reality of the external world 
brings in a second element; the mind that recognizes and admits it; the 
agent that by its own consciousness establishes the contrast of internal and 
external…the very fact that we are conscious of the world is a tacit 
recognition of the mind that perceives it” (Jones, 1949, p. 49). 
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It appears that if there is no mind to perceive a thing 18, how can it be said that the thing 

exists? As well, without an external world for the mind to recognize, what would the 

purpose of a mind be? The mind seems dependant upon objects separate from it in order 

for it to perceive, but these objects are congruently dependant upon a mind to perceive 

them. This subject/object dualism seems to show us that “neither the knower nor the 

known can be denied without at the same time denying all knowledge” (Jones, 1949, p. 

49).  

It seems clear that we must attain a better conception of how integrated 

subjectivity and objectivity are. This will eliminate the need to settle for an unsatisfying 

excogitation of reality that requires a sacrifice of one or the other sets of intuitions 

granted by Cartesian dualism. What is more, our very intuitions must be ameliorated. To 

put it simply: the Many Worlds and the Copenhagen Interpretations of Quantum 

Mechanics indicate that our Cartesian intuitions are inadequate as we do not see how 

essential subjectivity and objectivity are to each other. Understanding these two 

intellections as one integral modality is the first step to properly interpreting and 

understanding the theory of Quantum Mechanics, and thus, the very nature of reality.  

 
  

 

 

 

 

 
 
                                                 
18 Or even no mind to conceive a thing.  
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